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 EURASIA LOGISTICS LTD. 

INSTAGRAM  

PRIVACY POLICY 

Valid from 01.09.2021 

Why is this Privacy Policy prepared? 

EURASIA LOGISTICS LTD, as a data controller manages personal data for several purposes and wishes to do so by 

respecting the rights of those concerned and fulfilling the legal obligations, in particular the General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR). 

EURASIA LOGISTICS LTD. also considers it important that the management of the personal data received, and its most 

important features are presented to the data subject. 

Who handles the personal data? 

Personal data is handled by Eurasia Logistics Ltd. 

Contact options: 

Postal address: 2500 Esztergom, Mátyás király str. 46. Website: www.eurasia.hu 

E-mail address: info@eurasia.hu Phone 
number: 

+36 33 542 900 

Contact details of our 
Data Protection Officer: 

dr. Szabina Makovics-Bencsik   +36 30 207 8750 
dpo@eurasia.hu 

 

Whose data are handled? 

The data controller handles the personal data of those visiting the indicated website of https://www.instagram.com. 

Basic information on data management: 

1. Appearance and marketing on Instagram 

Purpose: Marketing 

Legal basis: GDPR Article 6. (1) a) Given consent by the data subject 

Characteristic: Automated 

Handled data: The public name and photo of those visiting the data controller’s profile page, besides their 
messages and ratings sent on the social media page. 

Duration: Until deleted at the request of the data subject  

Data subjects: Visitors to the data controller's social media site 

Source of data: Instagram profile visitors 

Data processor(s): Data: Function: 

None - 

Recepient(s) of 
data transmission: 

Joint data management: 
Instagram 
Facebook Ireland Ltd. 
4 Grand Canal Square 
Grand Canal Harbour 
Dublin 2, Ireland 
Contact to Data Protection Officer: 
https://www.facebook.com/help/contact/540977946302970 

Social media platform 
management 

https://www.instagram.com/
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The data subject may withdraw his/her consent at any time. 

What principles are considered important when handling personal data? 

Personal data is handled in accordance with the legislation in force.  

The data controller handles only the personal data specified in the individual data management. 

He/She protects the security of the personal data provided, by all necessary technical and organizational measures. 

 He/She pays particular attention to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of personal data. 

After receiving them, the data controller is responsible for the authenticity and accuracy of personal data. 

The terms used in this brochure are interpreted in accordance with the definitions set out in the interpretative 

provisions of the Act CXII of 2011 on the right of Informational Self-Determination and Freedom of Information. 

What are your rights regarding the personal data processed by the data controller? 

The data controller ensures that data subjects can exercise their rights under the GDPR Regulation. An application 

for the exercise of these rights may not be denied by the Data controller unless it is proved that the data subject 

cannot be identified. Therefore, the data subject needs to identify himself to have his request fulfilled. 

The data controller shall grant the request without delay but within a maximum of one month from receipt or inform 

the data subject of occurrent obstructions or delays. In this case, the deadline might be extended by further 2 

months on the condition that the data subject is notified about the extension and its reasons within one month. 

The data controller responds to the data subject in the same way in which he/she received the request. The data 

subject may submit his request electronically, in which case the answer is sent electronically, unless he asked 

expressly otherwise. 

In order to ensure the rights of the subjects, the rights set forth in this policy shall be exercised free of charge and 

the Data controller will not charge a fee, unless the request is clearly groundless or in particular, excessive due to its 

repetitive nature. 

If and to the extent the requested action is excessive or manifestly unjustified, the Data controller may claim a 

reasonable fee (in particular, to cover the increased administrative costs of the exaggerated requests) or refuse the 

action based on the request. 

In such a case, the data controller is obliged to inform the data subject about the reasons. 

In accordance with the law, data subjects may exercise the following rights: 

a.) During the entire period of data management, the data subject is entitled to request information and access to 

the personal data handled by the data controller and the characteristics of the data handling, in particular: 

- the identity and contact details of the Data controller and his contact person; in case a data protection 

officer is employed, his contact details, 

- the purpose, legal basis, and duration of the data processing,  

- the name, address, and data management activity of the data processor, if a data processor is employed, 

- the legal basis and the addressee of the transmission, in case data are transmitted, 

- the possible incident of privacy. 

b.) The data subject has the right to call for correction of his / her personal data. If the personal data have been 

changed or are inaccurate, the Data controller is eligible for modifying them based on the request of the data 

subject, at any time during the processing of personal data. You can request this through the contact details. 
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c.) The data subject may withdraw his/her consent at any time and may request the deletion of his/her data by the 

data controller. 

The personal data of the data subject will be deleted if the data process is unlawful, the purpose of data processing 

has ceased or the specified deadline for storing the data has expired; or if it has been ordered by the court or by the 

National Data Protection and Information Authority.  

d.) The Data controller restricts the processing of personal data if requested by the data subject: 

-  if the data subject disputes the accuracy of his/her data; in this case, the restriction applies to the duration 

that is needed for the data controller to verify the accuracy of the personal data, 

-  if the data processing is unlawful and the data subject objects to the deletion of his/her data, and instead 

calls for their restriction, 

- the data controller no longer needs the personal data for the purpose of data processing, but the data 

subject requires them to submit, enforce or protect his/her legal claim, 

- the data subject objects to the data processing; in this case, the restriction applies to the duration until it is 

determined, whether the data controller's legitimate reasons prevail over the legitimate reasons of the data 

subject. 

e.) If data process is based on a consent or is necessary for the performance of a contract and the data is processed 

in an automated manner, that is, the data of the data subject are managed by electronic registry, the data subject is 

entitled to be provided a copy of the personal data undergoing processing in a well-articulated, commonly used, 

machine readable, electronic form. Additionally, these personal data could be transmitted to another data controller 

without being obstructed by this data controller. (Right to Data Accessibility) 

Relevant remedies for data subjects 

You may file a complaint to the National Data Protection and Information Authority, or you can contact the 

competent court (https://birosag.hu/torvenyszekek) in case you believe any infringement of your personal data 

occurred. 

Contact information of National Data Protection and Information Authority: 

Address: 1055 Budapest, Falk Miksa str. 9-11. Postal address: 1363 Budapest, Pf.: 9. 

Phone number: +36 1 391 1400, E-mail: ugyfelszolgalat@naih.hu

 

https://birosag.hu/torvenyszekek

